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1. Introduction

It might seem untimely to discuss the issue of the credit crunch in East Asia now,
after two years since the East Asian crisis erupted. In fact, although the crisis was deeply
disruptive to an unanticipated extent, most of the affected economies have clearly
rebounded. Thus, one might hold that conferring now on the way the credit crunch
propagated the crisis in East Asia is but an academic exercise with little value for current
policy demand. Yet, on the contrary, there are at least three good reasons which make
this discussion worthy.

First, due to the severity of the blow or to other circumstances, in some of the East
Asian crisis countries-e.g. Indonesia but perhaps also Thailand to some extent-the
banking system is still faltering and/or reluctant to secure the resumption of normal credit
flows. In these cases, there is still a clear demand for assistance to devise policy action.

Second, even where recovery is broad based and credit flows have somewhat
resumed, there is no guarantee that the banking sector resolutions are bettering the
allocation of credit. To the contrary, preferential access to credit might be shaping the
recovery and this could be building up renewed problems down the stream.

Third, it doesn't take a crystal ball to predict that East Asia is the latest but not the
last in a series of recurring financial crises. Thus, we need to draw from the East Asian
experience as many lessons as we can to predispose remedies for future crises. And,
indeed, there is something unique about the East Asian crisis-its breadth-that make it
the best candidate to identify the transmission mechanisms through which financial
shocks propagate to the economy and, thus, devise corrective policy actions.

In this perspective, this chapter diagnoses the extent of credit market disruption in
the East Asian crisis, prognosticates how credit market disruption constitute(d) a
bottleneck to recovery, and discusses possible remedies to heal credit crunches.

The chapter is organized as follows.3 The next Section presents a concise executive
summary sketching the primary findings, commenting the related major problems and
outlining for discussion some possible remedies. Section 3 takes a bird's eye view at
some of the recent systemic crises previous to the East Asian one-affecting countries in
a comparable stage of development-and highlights recurrent features of the constraints
credit crunches posed to these economies' recovery. Section 4 expands on the primary
findings for each of the five crisis countries.4 Section 5 considers how credit market
disruption in East Asia constitute(d) an impediment to recovery and discusses possible
remedies. The chapter is complemented by an appendix, which describes a consistent
framework to identify and interpret the main phenomena associated with the credit
market disruption and the associated credit crunch. Beside pointing to what could be
done to alleviate the credit crunch in East Asia, this chapter in its entirety attempts to
look at the East Asian experience also in terms of the lessons that may be gleaned for
dealing with future crises.

3 This policy note is one of the outputs of the project "Alleviating the Impact of the Credit Crunch in East Asia in
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand". This report results from background work in the
headquarters, from close interactions with authorities-mainly Central Banks-in the involved countries and from the
valuable help of the respective World Bank country teams.
4 To be sure, the case of Thailand is only sketched. In the absence of a visit by the team to Bangkok, only some of the
relevant data were obtained thanks to the help of Stijn Claessens and his team.
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2. Executive Summary

Background

It might seem untimely to discuss the issue of the credit crunch in East Asia now,
after two years since the East Asian crisis erupted. In fact, although the crisis was so
disruptive, most of the affected economies have clearly rebounded. Thus, conferring now
on the way the credit crunch propagated the crisis in East Asia might be deemed an
academic exercise with little value for current policy demand. Yet, on the contrary, there
are at least three good reasons which make this discussion worthy.

First, in some of the East Asian crisis countries-e.g. Indonesia-the banking
system is still faltering and/or reluctant to secure the resumption of normal credit flows.
In these cases, there is still a clear demand for assistance to devise policy action.

Second, even where recovery ensued, there is no guarantee that banking sector
resolutions are bettering the allocation of credit. To the contrary, preferential access to
credit might be shaping the recovery, thus building renewed problems down the stream.

Third, we need to draw from the East Asian experience-the largest recent crisis-
as many lessons as we can to predispose remedies for future systemic crises. While the
systemic crisis builds widespread liquidity tensions in the economy-possibly leading to
bankruptcy many profitable businesses deserving no market sanction5 -it is to a large
extent through the banking system that the crisis is transmitted and may be amplified.
Thus, in order to avoid such major losses and inefficiencies, appropriate policy action is
needed.

The unexpectedly severe crisis affecting East Asia brought about deep disruption to
these fast growing economies. Credit markets were the segment of these economies
where disruption was deepest. In turn, credit market disruption exerted a negative
feedback on the real economy, posing serious hindrances to recovery.6

In essence, there were three major causes for the deep disruption in credit markets:

i) particularly in the early phase of the crisis, with the drying up of foreign funds, the
lacking or unevenly distributed liquidity substantially weakened many banks;

ii) later on, as increasing interest rates and exchange rate losses took their toll on the
highly leveraged East Asian corporations, mounting loan delinquencies impaired bank
capital, for which adequacy standards were at the same time stiffened;

iii) all throughout, as firms and banks succumbed to distress, all too many customer
relationships were rescinded, thus leaving a multitude of businesses severely exposed to
financial constraints exactly at the time when they needed liquidity the most.

In this scenario-this chapter argues-banks in East Asia cut back substantially on
credit to the business sector, precipitating a credit crunch. This likely delayed and
weakened the recovery, to the extent that the credit crunch retarded the transfer of

s See, for instance, Miller and Stiglitz (1999).
6 While the project of affiliation of this report focused only on the identification of adverse shifts in banks' supply of
loans, a parallel project-"Corporate Crisis, Recovery, and Upgrading in East Asia", task managed by Ms. Dominique
Dwor-Frecaut (EASPR)-analyzed how the situation of East Asian firms changed with the crisis. Specifically, the
slow down or drop in credit observed in the East Asian crisis countries clearly depended also on the fall in demand for
loans and not only on the adverse shifts in banks' supply.
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resources from sectors that previously expanded excessively-e.g. real estate and various
other segments of the non-traded sector-to those that would likely expand more in the
aftermath of the crisis-e.g. most segments in the traded sector, but not exclusively.

The resumption of growth surely is requiring a renewed availability of credit.
Understanding the mechanisms underlying the collapse of credit and its uneven impact on
different classes of borrowers may still be useful to formulating effective policy
recommendations. In fact, even though credit shortages may-by now-raise more
sectoral than macro issues, corrective action could avoid East Asia an inefficient recovery
that would likely build further weaknesses. Specifically, inadequate credit flows could be
still jeopardizing the transfer of resources to their more efficient uses, and policy actions
are warranted to counter and mitigate the effects of these credit distortions, To this end,
the present analysis of East Asian banking systems' disruption may still prove helpful to
support governments' efforts to design policies directed towards easing the strain caused
by the crisis both on the banking and corporate sectors-specifically for small-sized
banks and enterprises.

Findings

Table A below summarizes the major findings of the policy note. The evidence
gathered and commented hereafter suggests that:

* banks became more reluctant to lend; i.e. there was a leftward shift in credit supply;

. this was associated with a shift of depositor preference away from banks that
traditionally lent more to SMEs;

* the risk premium charged by (some) banks on their loans (to SMEs) increased;

* real interest rates increased almost everywhere;

* lending growth declined and became negative in all the crisis countries;

* almost everywhere the maturity of financial intermediation shrank;

* depositor preference shifted away from small domestic to large domestic banks and
from domestic banks to foreign banks;

* loans to SMEs contracted disproportionately in most of the countries;

* where observable, the rejection rate by banks of new loan applications increased;

* banks, where observable, curtailed the extension of pre-committed loans;

* the spread between marginal lending rates and rates on risk-free assets increased in
every country where it was observable.

While each of them separately could stem from specific alternative factors, altogether
these findings provide substantive evidence that the supply of credit to the affected East
Asian economies shrunk. Moreover, there was a worsening not only in the quantity but
also in the quality of bank intermediation. In a sense, depositor and bank portfolio
preferences reinforced each other to make the allocation of scarcer credit even more
twisted towards those segments of the economy that have better access to alternative
sources of external funding-thus being better able to compensate a credit shortage.
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Were these findings specific to East Asia or did they show traits of commonality with
previous systemic crises? A quick reference to the Mexican and Argentine crises finds
that there were various common features with East Asia. Particularly, also in these two
previous systemic crises, the weakness of financial intermediaries persisted, reportedly
aggravating the crisis and hindering recovery for large segments of the economy.

Policy Options

Against this background, what could have been done to ameliorate the situation? The
following is a list of tentative policy options for discussion which should be assessed in
light of the costs and benefits associated with their adoption. Specifically, it is useful to
distinguish four areas of intervention: 1) bank liquidity-pertaining to the first phase of
the crisis; 2) bank capital; 3) banks' risk aversion; and 4) assistance to SMEs.

Liquidity
* adopt measures to favor the recycling through the interbank market of depositors'

flight to quality from smaller banks to larger institutions, perceived less likely to fail;

. to the extent that the interbank market is not enough, make sure that rediscount
facilities are sufficient and adequately articulated to cope with this problem of
recycling funds to smaller banks suffering from the depositors' flight;

* in the face of a systemic crisis, it seems crucial to activate the lending of last resort
function early enough to prevent the triggering of a "negative accelerator" effect via
distress and bankruptcies in the real and financial sectors.

Capital
* open domestic banks to foreign ownership to enlarge the potential supply of capital;

* allow government capital injections but possibly with preferred shares and with the
attached pact to resell those shares, to limit distortions from government ownership;

* consider forms of supervisory forbearance that, in any event, should not be based on
case-by-case judgement but on objective rules. Two examples are: a) correlate the
phasing in of capital requirements with the situation of the macroeconomy; b) explore
ways to lower capital requirements against loans to viable exporting firms, that will
likely benefit from the exchange rate devaluation.

Risk Aversion and Depletion of Banks' Informational Capital
* improve information sharing on borrowers among banks. This is aimed to minimize

the probability that customers of distressed banks find it impossible to obtain credit
from other banks. In fact, especially in a situation of systemic crisis, these other
banks will find it difficult to grant the credit if they cannot observe the perspective
clients' credit history. To counter the depletion of banks' informational capital,
Central Banks/Supervisory Authorities might consider one or more of the following:
(i) the temporary imposition of a mandatory backward reporting by banks on
borrowers' credit history and/or the enactment of administrative procedures to make
such information available to surviving banks so as to minimize the case of
"iwrongly" rejected borrowers; (ii) be watchful to minimize the loss of "corporate
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credit culture" in mergers, e.g. when the acquiring bank was not lending to the
acquired bank's borrowers; (iii) in order to minimize the depletion of the bank's
informational capital, suspend the turnover of branch loan officers and suspend
sanctions on the non performance of loans they previously originated and that are
now turning sour because of the systemic crisis;

* strengthen creditors' protection and, particularly, enforcement of related legal actions;

* adopt corporate restructuring schemes for SMEs that effectively reduce banks'
perception of risk. For example, restructuring schemes that identify as viable only a
small fraction of firms may deliver undesired results. In fact, in terms of banks'
perception of risk, the benefit of having singled out a small fraction of "winners" may
be more than outweighed by the harm of having left out of this top group most firms
whose condition was not critical but may become so now as they are starved of funds;

* consider using government subsidy schemes structuring them, in any case, to retain a
risk-sharing element for banks, so that they still have an incentive for credit appraisal.

Assistance to SMEs
* as the basis for a good policy is good information, thus a first requirement is to assess

the quality of professional statistical data on SME available to the government;

* information is also the key to the more accurate measurement of risk and more
efficient allocation of finance to SMEs. The better informed the banks, the more they
are able and confident to apply prospect-based lending methods rather than using
collateral as the main source of security. Thus, improving information technology,
intelligent systems and credit scoring models are important considerations;

* considering the promotion through start-up funding of SME cooperatives or mutual
guarantee schemes to reduce information asymmetry in credit markets. Mutual
guarantee schemes, for instance, are very popular in continental Europe in providing a
privately organized '"insurance system" for lending banks by groups of firns, usually
within a specific industry, that enables the banks to rely less on the assets of
individual companies within the group in making loan decisions. The pooling effects
of this system reduce the risk of default to the bank and also reduce informational
asymmetries between the bank and the firm. This market-based solution provides not
only a guarantee, but also an incentive for members of these mutual societies to
divulge information within the society that they would hesitate to provide to the bank;

* government loan guarantee programs can be useful to increase loan supply when
private sector banks are hit by shocks that inefficiently reduce the current supply of
credit. Thus, loan guarantee programs might be regarded as a credit market stabilizer;

the development of venture capital seems a possible way to overcome the liquidity
constraint for SMEs since the development of this kind of intermediation allows
collecting additional savings dedicated either to start or to growing firms.
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Table A. An Overview of the Lending Activity in the Crisis Countries

Indonesia Korea Malaysia Philippines Thailand
I. Degree of increase in real Negative real High till Moderately high Moderately high in Moderately high in '97;
interest rates followinig the rates till summer '98 in the earlier the latter part of '97; downward trend in '98
crisis summer '98: moderately part of '98; then downward trend in

high real rates high declines '98
thereafter thereafter

2. Increase in the spread Yes (but Yes Yes Yes Yes (at least temporary
between lending rate and moderate since third quarter '97)
interest rate on risk-free assets summer '98)
3. Extent of decline in the No significant Sharp Sharp decline in Downward trend in Slight upward trend in
growth of real loans change in '97 decline in '98 '97; drop in '98 1997 and sharp decline

but sharpest first half of in 1998
drop in '98 '98

4. Evidence offlight to quality From private From local From merchant From private banks From small banks to
by depositors banks to state banks to banks & finance and saving banks to large banks

banks nationwide companies to commercial banks
4.1 Among Domestic Banks banks commercial

banks
Yes Yes Yes NA Yes

4.2 Domestic to Foreign Banks

5. Evidence offlight to quality Yes Yes Yes Yes NA
by banks (e.g. via larger
purchase of securities)
6. Evidence of Yes Yes No obvious Yes (Loans drop NA
disproportionate contraction decline but drop more in regions
in loans to SAfEs in share of where SMEs are

small-size loans concentrated)
7. Increase in the rejection NA NA Yes NA NA
rate of loan applications
8. Shortening in the maturity Yes, strongly Yes Yes No, contrary NA
offinancial intermediation so evidence
9. Evidence on contraction in NA Yes Yes NA NA
pre-committed loans
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3. The Credit Crunch in East Asia: Any Lessons From Previous Systemic Crises?

Up until a decade ago or so, systemic crises appeared to be rare but maybe this
common wisdom has changed more recently. A full account of all the systemic crises of,
say, the latest decade would be beyond the scope of this note for two main reasons. First,
it would be inappropriate to compare the East Asian crisis with crises affecting countries
in a comparable stage of development, which will be entangled with quite different
problems and issues. Second, it would be misleading to compare the East Asian crisis
with crises emerged much earlier, before the full blown financial liberalization changed
the "rules of the game".

This is the reason why we restrict our account to two systemic crises only: Mexico
(1995) and Argentina (1996). Beside corresponding to the requirements mentioned
above, these two crises have an additional specialty from our vantage point: They have
been extensively studied also in terms of credit market disruption resulting from the
crisis.

3.1 The Mexican Crisis

One of the salient features of the Mexican crisis was the noticeably quick recovery
in economic activity: real GDP declined at rates of 9.2 percent, 8 percent, and 7 percent
in the last three quarters of 1995, thereafter it picked up and grew at average annual
rates above 5 percent throzugh the first quarter of 1998.7 The notable recovery in
economic activity, however, has not been uniform across the country. Although the
tradable sector has experienced a vibrant growth, the non-tradable sector has recovered
very slowly in the aftermath of a steep decline in 1995.

The asymmetric response of the tradable and non-tradable sectors is largely
attributed to the acute "credit crunch" that the country has endured since 1995. While
export firms could acquire financing in the international market or could obtain credit
from upstream firms, firms in the non-tradable sector were negatively affected by the lack
of credit. Instead, such firms, mainly consisting of small and medium-sizedfirms, had to
rely on their own sources to finance themselves.

A quick glance at the evolution of lending activity in real terms and of interest rates
along with the spread between lending rate and t-bill rate highlights the severity of the
credit crunch (Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). Total lending to the private sector plunged 16
percent in real terms from 1995 to 1996, and 12 percent in 1997.8

7Our discussion of the Mexican crisis draws largely on Krueger and Tornell (1 999).
s The decline, in the case offresh loans, was even more prominent than that of the total stock of loans: 38 percent and
19 percent in 1996 andl997, respectively.
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Contrary to what one would expect, bank lending remained anemic and failed to
respond to the strong economic growth during 1996 and 1997. In addition, the share of
non-performing loans in total loans did not exhibit any improvement. Krueger and
Tornell (1999) provide three explanations for this phenomenon.

First, real domestic lending rates remained well above the interest rates at which
big tradable firms can acquire financing in world markets. This was due largely to non-
existence of transparent and effective bankruptcy procedures in Mexico, which, in turn,
made it very difficult to take possession of a debtor failing to service its debt.
Consequently, Mexican banks have lost good customers and have ended up with firns
that have no access to international capital markets either because they are small or
because their earnings are not in foreign currency. The worsening in the pool of
borrowers combined with the decline in the expected rate of return have led banks to
offer relatively unattractive deposit rates. As a consequence, not only bank deposits
declined, but also the stock of loans to the private sector fell.

Second, as banks were burdened by evergreen accounts-de facto non-performing
loans-they had to capitalize the accrued interest rate every period. This, in turn,
reduced the capacity of banks to grant fresh loans to new projects.
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Third, the combination of the two aforementioned factors has left number of banks
with negative effective capital-their capital became smaller than the sum of the
recognized and unrecognized non-performing loans.

3.2 The Argentine Crisis

Next, we turn to Argentina-a country severely affected by the fall outs of the
Mexican crisis.9 Between end-November and end-May 1995, the Argentine banking
system lost 17 percent of its deposits. Prime interest rates in pesos and in USD reached
their peak of 40 percent and 26 percent in mid-March 1995, from around 11¼/2 and 9
percent, respectively, prior to the crisis.

2.4 Growth Rate of Claims on Private Sector vs. 2.5 Evolution of Lending Rate
Public Sector (real terms)
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As a result of the key role of bank credit in private sector financing in Argentina,
the slow recovery of the private sector borrowing is closely associated with the economic
activity. On the one hand, the credit to the private sector declined due to supply side
factors: (i) interest rates increased sharply; (ii) private sector indebtedness rose

9 The discussion on the Argentine crisis draws mainly on Catao (1997).
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significantly; and (ii) the banks became reluctant to extend credit as a result of the
perceived increase in private sector financial fragility, regardless their enhanced liquidity
position. On the other hand, the credit to the private sector could have been constrained
by demand side factors: (i) the sharp increase in interest rates raised the level of
indebtedness during 1995, and thereby reduced households' demand for credit; (ii) the
marked increase in unemployment rate was an important factor curtailing the demand for
credit.

On the supply side, the following factors could explain the sharp slow-down in the
lending activity. First, there was a sharp increase in the bank lending to the public sector.
Banks' holdings of government securities rose form Arg$3.1 billion in end-1994 to
arg,$7.7 billion in end-1995, and then Arg.$10.9 in July 1996. In other words, there was
a flight to quality on the part of banks: banks re-allocated their assets towards
government secunties away from lending to the private sector (Figure 2.4).

Second, the higher public sector borrowing, which provided a high rate of return
and relatively less risky outlet for banks' increased liquidity, also undermined banks'
willingness to search for new private borrowers. This phenomenon was particularly
important in the case of Argentina where informational asymmetries, high searching costs
and geographical concentration of the banking industry, thwarts credit expansion across
the country when there was an increase in demand for credit in provincial areas owing to
high commodity prices and booming agricultural exports, particularly during the first half
of 1996.

Third, banks' perception of an increased lending risk not only had an important
impact on the lending activity, but also, through engendering higher interest rates,
aggravated adverse selection problems. The absence of a nationwide credit rating system
in Argentina throughout the period severely restricted the ability of banks to asses the
credit history of new clients, thereby made it more difficult for banks to screen out risky
borrowers.

Finally, the loss of information arising from the disappearance of local branches of
wholesale and cooperative banks further aggravated the adverse selection problem caused
by the sharp increase in the interest rate. There was some anecdotal evidence on the
surviving institutions-mainly large banks-willingness to compensate by lending to
unknown borrowers in provincial areas and to small municipalities.

On the demand side, changes in interest rates and in private sector indebtedness
along with expected changes in economic activity and the level of structural
unemployment were important determinants affecting credit to the private sector in
Argentina.

What can be inferred both from the Mexican and the Argentinean crisis episodes?
The following lessons could prove to be useful in the Asian context:

* Not all segments of the economy benefit uniformly from economic recovery and are
affected evenly by policy actions. As the Mexican experience demonstrated, firms
operating in non-traded goods sector, largely consisting of small and medium-sized
enterprises, experienced a severe credit crunch, which, in turn, resulted in a slow
recovery;

12



* Drawing on the Mexican experience, it can be concluded that high economic growth
alone is not sufficient to solve the problem of non-performing loans, which constitute
a serious impediment for the banking system to adequately perform its functions.
This raises the question of whether a strategy in which all non-perforning loans are
recognized at once and fiscal costs are all paid-up-front would be more desirable;

* Transparent and effective bankruptcy procedures are indispensable for a well
functioning banking system. Its absence causes, inter alia, banks to charge higher
lending rates, thereby further aggravating adverse selection and moral hazard
problems;

* Authorities should make every effort to avoid the loss of information engendered by
the closures of financial institutions. In this respect, the experience of Argentina is
case in point where certain borrowers in provincial arrears-exporting agricultural
products and commodities-could not obtain credits and therefore could fully not
capitalize on the increase in external demand. Put differently, financial factors affect
real outcomes not only through firm and household balance sheets, but also through
bank behavior.
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4. The Primary Findings in Each of the Five Crisis Countries

For each of the five crisis countries, we collected general and specific information
on certain variables revealing whether and how much bank loan supply retrenchment put
strain on domestic credit markets. The information in this section is organized according
to the following order: '0

1. Degree of increase in real interest rates following the crisis

2. Increase in the spread between lending rate and interest rate on risk-free assets

3. Extent of decline in the growth of real loans

4. Evidence of flight to quality by depositors

4.1 Among Domestic Banks

4.2 Domestic to Foreign Banks

5. Evidence of flight to quality by banks (e.g. via larger purchase of securities)

6. Evidence of disproportionate contraction in loans to SMEs

7. Increase in the rejection rate of loan applications

8. Shortening in the maturity of financial intermediation

9. Evidence on contraction in pre-committed loans

10. Other relevant issues

'° The order is the same as in Table A. For some of the countries information was not available on one or more of the
issues in the list. It would be particularly desirable to collect such missing information toward a better assessment of
what happened.
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4.1 Indonesia

1. Degree of increase in real interest ratesfollowing the crisis

The real lending rate in Indonesia became strongly negative at the beginning of
1998 (Figure I1). After a first monetary restriction11 stabilized inflation somewhat in
May and June, the real lending rate dipped again during the summer. It was only since
November 1998, with the real SBI (Sertificat Bank Indonesia) rate hovering around 30
per cent, that the real lending became permanently positive. In this respect, two facts
suggest that banks are less willing to lend: i) in the first nine months of 1999, the real
lending rate has averaged 24 per cent, exactly 11 percentage points above its value in the
(pre-crisis) same period of 1997; ii) the lending rate has been sluggish to decrease in
spite of the substantial reduction in the SBI rate.

I.1 Real Lending and SBI Rates
(Working capital loan rate or SBI rate minus average of annualized CPI inflation in the current and previous month)

40
SBI Rate ., ,
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2. Increase in the spread between lending rate and interest rate on risk-free assets

In the case of Indonesia, lacking rates on government paper, the SBI rate may be
held the closest proxy of the risk free rate. The spread between the lending rate and the
SBI rate became strongly negative since April 1998-when monetary policy was made
more restrictive-and turned positive again only since May 1999 (Figure 12). The value
of the spread over July-September 1999 averaged 10.8 percentage points, 2.3 points more
than in the (pre-crisis) first nine months of 1997.

" Two major developments contributed to a more effective transmission of monetary policy: i) since March 1998 non-
bank customers were allowed to buy SBIs; and ii) since July 1998 SBls were allocated according to a competitive
auction.
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L.2 Spread: Lending Minus SBI Rates
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3. Extent of decline in the growth of real loans

There was a noticeable decline in the growth rate of real credit in Indonesia since
the beginning of 1998 (Figure 13). 12 At least from the banks' perspective, the decline in
lending could be attributed to three factors: i) the heightened corporate risks and the
uncertainty about the path of corporate debt workouts; ii) the liquidity crunch induced by
monetary tightening; iii) the capital crunch as bank capital has been widely wiped out. 13

The sharp decline in commercial banks' claims on the private sector as a
percentage of their asset, combined with the upward trend in the ratio of excess reserves
to liabilities, underscores banks' increasing reluctance to extend new loans (Figure 14).

The marked decline in private banks' lending was likely triggered by a lack of
liquidity: This is suggested by the fact that private banks received the bulk of the
liquidity support provided by the Central Bank, while state banks needed considerably
less and foreign banks nil (Figure IS; see also the discussion on the flight to quality).

12 Unless otherwise indicated, growth rates are computed on year-on-year basis and deflated by the CPI.
13 In spite of supervisory forbearance a large share of Indonesian banks became virtually insolvent. See Nehru (1998).
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14. Borrowing from the Central Bank 15. Growth Rate of Total Real Credit by Type of Bank
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4. Evidence offlight to quality by depositors

4.1,Among Domestic Banks

The downward trend in loans was more prominent in the case of private banks
compared to state banks (Figure 15). Indeed, private banks experienced a marked deposit
outflow, to the benefit of state banks that were perceived by depositors less likely to fail
since goverment support was expected to be more forthcoming for them than for private
national banks (Figure 16).

Although private banks tried to counter the depositors' flight by increasing deposit
rates-particularly between October 1997 and February 1998-their market share on
time deposits fell from 65 to 40 per cent, while that of state banks was propped up from
30 to 50 per cent (Figure 17). To the extent that some customers were exclusively
borrowing from private banks, such borrowers may have found it particularly difficult to
obtain credit. In fact, at a time of heightened corporate risk and of tight liquidity, banks
are very likely to turn down new credit applicants with whom they do not already have an
established customer relationship.
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16. Time Deposits by Type of Banks 17. Market Share and Rate Spread (Time Deposits)
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4.2 Domestic to Foreign Banks

Foreign and joint banks-which were objectively less likely to fail-benefited
particularly of the flight to quality by depositors: Their market share in Rupiah time
deposits more than tripled (Figure 16). The same reasoning proposed above on how this
reshuffling of funds across banks may be disruptive applies also to foreign banks.'4

5. Evidence offlight to quality by banks (e.g. via larger purchase of securities)

The drop in the share of claims on the private sector in total bank assets can be
interpreted as a clear indication of banks reallocating their portfolios towards safer assets
(Figure 14).

18. Lending to Small Scale Business by Group of Banks 19. Lending to Small Scale Business (as % of total lending)
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14 The contacted foreign banks made two interesting points. First, over 1998 they expanded to some extent their loans
to SMEs (particularly in the Bandung area). This experience was successful: only a minor share of borrowing SMEs
did not repay the loan (a mere 5% bad loan ratio, amply paid up front via lending rates). However, such lending was
just a trickle. Second, foreign banks sometimes refused to increase lending to even clearly profitable companies, being
concerned that their loans would not be used to finance production but to repay local banks which were recalling loans
because of their difficulties.
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6. Evidence of disproportionate contraction in loans to SMEs

The share of bank loans accruing to SMEs substantially dropped with respect to
pre-crisis levels (Figures 18-9). This was partly caused by the fact that SMEs were not
borrowing heavily in foreign currency: Accordingly, their outstanding loans were not
inflated by the devaluation of the Rupiah as much as it happened for large firms.
However, the share of bank lending directed to SMEs declined even considering only
loans in Rupiah. In response to the disproportionate burden imposed on SMEs by the
crisis and their importance in the Indonesian economy, the authorities intensified the
schemes directed to provide credit to SMEs.

7 Increase in the rejection rate of loan applications

No such information was available for Indonesia.

8. Shortening in the maturity offinancial intermediation

There was a substantial shortening in the maturity of bank intermediation: The
share of 1-month time deposits in the total tripled (Figure 110). Whereas this partly
reflected the fact that the yield curve became downward sloping, it is apparent that the
public's desire for liquidity played a major role. This conclusion is supported by two
observations: i) the shift of deposits towards the shortest maturity accelerated in August
1997 and February 1998 when uncertainty in Indonesia aggravated; ii) this trend
continued even when the positive rate spread between one-month deposits and deposits
with longer maturity started to contract. As a consequence of the shortened maturity of
liabilities, banks had an incentive to abbreviate the maturity of loans. In turn, the
shortening in the maturity of loans likely increased uncertainty for corporates regarding
the stability in the availability and in the cost of external finance. Eventually, this might
lower or retard investment recovery.

110. Share of 1-month TD in the Total and Rate Spread 111. Loan Rates by Group of Banks and SBI Rates
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9. Evidence on contraction in pre-committed loans

No such information was available for Indonesia.
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I0. Other relevant issues

Rates on working capital (up to one year) loans-reportedly the maturity of the few
loans made at the peak of the crisis was less than one month-plunged below both the
SBI rate (during the period April 1998-May 1999; Figure Il1) and the 1-month deposit
rate (Figure 112). 15 As a result, the spread between lending and deposit rates turned
negative (Figure 113).

The rate spread between working capital loans and one-month time deposits was
negative since August 1997 for state banks and private banks. This spread-normally
around 3% pre-crisis-became strongly negative since March 1998. Explaining this
phenomenon is rather difficult. On the one hand, deposit rates tended to increase more at
riskier banks struggling to attract funds (Figure I7). However, this explanation is
unsatisfactory considering that-with staggering loans and average deposit rates hovering
above SBI rates-even state banks, benefiting from depositors' flight-to-quality (Figures
16-17) set their deposit rates above SlT rates. On the other hand, the authorities not only
extended a blanket guarantee on deposits, but also administratively fixed maximum
deposit rates above SBI rates. This regulation appeared inconsistent and liable to damage
banks' ability to lower deposit rates.

An interesting observation is that contrary to state banks and private banks, the
spread between working capital loans and 1-month time deposits remained positive for
foreign banks. This can be explained by two factors: i) foreign banks were able to attract
deposits at lower rates since depositors perceive them as less risky banks; ii) foreign
banks also increased their lending rates more than state banks and private banks.

112. Spread Between Loan and 1-month Deposit Rates 113. Spread Between Loan and 1-month Deposit Rates
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15 This apparently stemmed from two factors: i) the lag with which lending rates adjust to money market rates; ii) the
fact that banks-considering borrowers' debt servicing ability-reportedly refrained from raising lending rates beyond
a certain threshold.
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4.2 Korea

1. Degree of increase in real interest rates following the crisis

The real lending rate'6 in Korea was double its pre-crisis value in the spring of
1998 and-though declining subsequently-remained higher than pre-crisis even
thereafter (Figure KI). An indication of banks' growing unwillingness to lend is the
widening of the gap between lending and overnight rates: In the first seven months of
1999, the gap averaged 6 percentage points, against 2 percentage points in the same
period of 1997. In other words, although the monetary stance-as proxied for by the real
overnight rate-has returned to its pre-crisis level, the real cost of credit has not.

K.1 Real Lending and Overnight Rates
(Overdraft loan rate or overnight call rate minus average of annualized CPI inflation in the current and previous month)
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2. Increase in thie spreazd between lending rate atnd interest rate on risk-ftee assets

Thanks to data availability, the assessment of interest rate spreads can be more
analytical in the case of Korea. This allows to de-compose the spread between the bank
lending rate and that on risk free domestic assets-e.g. government bonds-into a general
risk premium-given by the spread between the corporate bond rate and the government
bond rate-affecting the private sector as a whole, and a bank specific mark u--given
by the spread between the bank lending rate and the corporate bond rate-specifically
augmenting the cost of extemal ftmds for bank dependent borrowers vis-a-vis
corporations that can issue liabilities on financial markets.

16 We selected the overdraft loan Tate which, in the case of Korea, proxies best for the marginal cost of credit.
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The sum of the two spreads-i.e. the overall spread between the bank lending rate
and that on risk free domestic assets-jumped to extraordinary values in December of
1997 and resumed its historic levels only in June of 1998 (Figure K2). Something is to
be noticed, however, regarding the de-composition of this spread. While the corporate
bond-government bond component has decayed even below pre-crisis-it averaged 0.9
percentage points in the first seven months of 1997 and 0.2 in the same period of 1999-
the bank specific mark up has not yet resumed its historic values: It averaged 1.8
percentage points in the first seven months of 1997 and 3 in the same period of 1999.
Roughly speaking, this means that the relative cost of debt became lower than pre-crisis
for large corporations able to issue bonds but stayed higher than pre-crisis for SMEs that
could only rely on bank loans as an external source of finds.

K2. Interest Rate Spreads: Lending Minus Corporate Bond and Corporate Bond Minus Government Bond
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3. Extent of decline in the growth of real loans

There was a noticeable decline in the growth rate of real credit in Korea since the
end of 1997 until the autumn of 1998 (Figure K3). Furthermore, while loans outstanding
decreased, corporate bonds outstanding kept increasing: Between December of 1997 and
December of 1998, they grew by almost 50 per cent (Figure K4). When combined with
the evolution of the above spreads, the sharp decline in the lending activity suggests that
the supply of loans either decreased more or increased less than demand, particularly at
the peak of the crisis and in the following months.

According to a survey conducted in November 1998 by the Korea Federation of
Enterprises (an Association grouping most chaebol firms), the main reasons for the
lending contraction were the following: i) delayed financial and corporate sector
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restructuring (23.6%); ii) the regulatory stiffening of the BIS capital adequacy ratio
(20.7%); iii) a deteriorating firms' credit status (13.7%); and iv) a declining willingness
of lending due to growing sense of insecurity among loan officers (10.2%).1 This survey
was based on the opinions of financial managers of 94 large corporations and 80 SMEs.
It is interesting to note that almost 80% of participants expected that the credit crunch
would still have a negative impact over the following 6-month to 2-year period.

K3. Evolution of Real Loans and Advances K4. Loans of DMB and Corporate Bonds Outstanding
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4. Evidence offlight to quality by depositors

4.1 Among Domestic Banks

The downward trend in loans was more prominent in the case of local banks-
smaller in size-compared to the larger-sized nationwide and specialized banks (Figure
K5). Local banks experienced some deposit outflow-though incommensurably smaller
than what observed in Indonesia for private banks-partly to the benefit of nationwide

17 Loan officers that originated loans which became non performing are held financially liable for this to the extent of
their severance payment. While this procedure did not change with respect to the pre-crisis status, its impact changed.
In fact, given the systemic nature of the crisis, loan officers bore losses that could not be anticipated ex ante: e.g. the
performance of the loan portfolio they originated was apparently one of the main criteria for deciding on layoffs.
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and specialized banks that were perceived by depositors less likely to fail. In fact, it is
generally believed that some banks are simply "too-big-to-fail"; in addition, since some
of the specialized ban-lks are state-owned, government support was expected to be more
forthcoming for them than for local banks (Figure K6).

4.2 Domestic to Foreign Banks

Though starting from a negligible market share-due to previous restrictive
regulation-foreign banks benefited of the flight to quality by depositors: Their market
share more than doubled (Figure K7). Accordingly, there was less of a slow down of
lending at foreign banks (Figure K5).

K7. Percentage Share of Deposit by Type of Banks K8. Government Securities as a % of Total Assets
(Foreign Banks)
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S. Evidence offlight to quality by banks (e.g. via larger purchase of securities)
There is a clear trend of banks reallocating their portfolios towards safer assets:

The share of government securities in total assets increased noticeably for all bank types,
with the only exception of local banks (Figure K8). This is consistent with the assertion
that banks became more reluctant to lend.

6. Evidence of disproportionate contraction in loans to SMEs

During 1998, lending to SMEs contracted more (-10,392 billion won) than in total
loans (-804 billion won; Table KI) and the increase in bond issues provided even less
help than usual to SMEs (Table K2).

Table Ki: Loans of Deposit Money Banks by Size of Firms (billion won)

End of l997 (A) End of 1998 (B) B- A

Total 200,401.1 199,596.0 -804.2

* SMEs 101,144.0 90,752.2 -10,391.8

* Non-SMEs 99,257.1 108,847.7 ±9,587.6
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This implies that, in the face of tight monetary conditions, larger corporations
having access to the corporate bond market found it less difficult to finance their
activities compared to SMEs, that rely mainly on banks.

Table K2: Trends of Corporate Bonds Issuance Ratios by Firm Size
(percentages)

1996 1997 Jan. -Oct. 97 Jan. -Oct. 98
Large Firms 88.7 94.2 92.4 99.4
SMEs 11.3 5.8 7.6 0.6
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: The Bank of Korea

Figure K9 provides evidence of a disproportionate burden of the crisis on SMEs. It
seems that provinces where SMEs are over-represented, namely Pusan and Daegut,
experienced a noticeably higher ratio of dishonored bills.

K9. Ratio of Dishonered Bills K10. Share of Loans by Provinces
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Although it is not easy to assess any causality, we should notice that also loans to
Pusan and Daegu provinces18 shrank more than for Seoul, the province where large firms

18 It is worth noticing that two banks originated to lend to SMEs-their minimum lending requirement to SMEs was
70%, even higher than for local banks-in these two provinces came under distress at the time of the crisis. These
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tend to concentrate (Figure KI 0). Furthermore, the drop in SMEs' production was muchsharper than that in overall production (Figure Ki 1) and the information on bankruptciesby type (Table K3) lends additional support to the argument that the crisis indeed hitSMEs hardest.

Table K3: Corporate Bankruptcies by Type (numbers)

1996 1997 1998 98. 1 98. 11 98. 111 98. IVCorporations 5,157 8,226 10,536 4,291 2,855 2,039 1,351a Large fimns 7 58 39 16 8 8 7* SMEs 5,150 8,168 10,497 4,275 Z2847 2031 1,344Households 6,432 8,942 12,292 5,158 3,502 2,182 1,450Total 11,589 17,168 22,828 9,449 6,357 4,221 2,801

In response to a disproportionate burden imposed on SMEs by the crisis andconsidering their importance in the Korean economy,1 9 the authorities launched variouscredit schemes to support SMEs. The monetary authorities tried to alleviate SMEs'burden by implementing measures aimed at (i) improving banks' incentive to lend toSMEs, and (ii) facilitating SMEs' opportunity of accessing credit (see Appendix 1 forfurther details).

Indeed, SMEs' distress and bankruptcies have been a dominant factor behindcorporate restructuring in Korea. While a "centralized" approach for corporate workoutswas selected for Chaebols, a "decentralized" approach was chosen for SMEs. SMEswere classified into three categories. The first, comprising approximately 35% of SMEs,consisting of firms reputed to be "viable". The second-60% of SMEs circa-including
firms deemed "conditionally viable" after restructuring. The third category-approximately 5% of SMEs-grouping firms reputed "non-viable", not deserving ofrestructuring. While no additional credit accrued to "non-viable" SMEs and lack ofcredit was never a problem for the top tier of "viable" SMEs, credit stringency wasreportedly disruptive for many "conditionally viable" firms, even after the corporateworkout approach was implemented. Since "conditionally viable" firms representedalmost two thirds of SMEs, credit constraints for SMEs were likely quite pervasive.

A survey conducted in December 1998 by the Korea Federation of SmallBusinesses revealed valuable information on the effectiveness of these schemes. Moreprecisely, according to the survey the most effective ones among the various schemeswere those prescribing the roll over of lending maturity (43.3%) and those providingcredit guarantees (16.1%). The survey also pointed out that the financial condition forthe second tier SMEs classified as "conditionally viable" deteriorated because of a flightto quality by bank lending. A lesson that we may draw from this experience is thatworkout schemes that identify as "good risks" only a small fraction of firms may actually
do more harm than benefit. Indeed, to the extent that only a few firms are identified asbad risks and good risks, the former will be easily written off, the latter will be floodedwith credit offers, while the bulk of firms will still be in a gray area where banks are evenmore reluctant than before to take action. It might have been a better idea to identify just

were Dongnam Bank (in Pusan)-rescued via an assisted merger with Korea Housing Bank-and Daedong Bank (inDaegu)-rescued via an assisted merger with Kookmin Bank.
a' In Korea SMEs are defined as companies with fewer than 300 employees and assets of less than 80 billion won. Asof 1997, there were 2.85 million SMEs. accounting for more than 98% of enterprises. Based on 1996 figures, nearly100,000 SMEs were in the manufacturing sector, representing 47% of total value added and 42% of total exports.
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the "bad risks" rather than venturing into identifying also the "good risks". This actionwould have still led to writing off the non-viable but would have fallen short of providingthe incentive for a flight to quality away from the bulk of the SMEs (the "conditionally
viable" ones) and towards those that were now labeled "viable".

7. Increase in the rejection rate of loan applications
No such information was available for Korea.

8. Shortening in the maturity offinancial intermediation
Also in Korea, there was a noticeable reshuffling of deposits towards shortermaturity, potentially leading banks to reduce the maturity of loans, thereby increasing thecost of external finance. Specifically, deposits with maturity of less than six months(with maturity between six and twelve months) that were marginal pre-crisis becamealmost (half) as large as those with maturity between one and tow years (Figure K12).

9. Evidence on contraction in pre-committed loans
Contrary to other countries-notably Malaysia (see below)-where an increasingshare of lending took the form of revolving credit and/or overdraft loans, this did nothappen in Korea: The share of overdraft loans in total loans exhibited a moderatedownward trend (Figure K13). However, this is also consistent with increasing bankreluctance to lend. In fact, outstanding credit limits-a variable that helps identify bank'sautonomous supply decisions (Ferri and Kang 1999)--decreased sizably after the crisis(Figure K14).

K13. Share of Overdraft Loans in Total Loans K14. Volume of Credit limits on overdrafts (14
nationwide commercial banks)ff 0 
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1 0. Other relevant issues

Three additional issues are worth mentioning. First, the retrenchment in loansupply in Korea seemed at least partly aggravated by the rapid enforcement of morestringent capital adequacy standards.2 0

20 At least two papers have shown that less capitalized banks cut loans more sharply; e.g. Ferri and Kang (1999); Choi(2000).
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Second, some observers worried that bank M&A might lead to cut credit supply.
Specifically, this could happen since: i) in some cases of domestic M&A (e.g. Korea
Housing Bank acquiring Dongnam Bank or Kookmin Bank acquiring Daedong Bank) the
acquiring bank lacked the corporate credit culture and could lead the acquired bank to cut
down on corporate loans; ii) in some cases of foreign M&A (e.g. HSBC attempting to
acquire Seoul Bank2 l, New Bridge Capital acquiring Korea First Bank2 2) the acquiring
institution declared its intent to streamline the acquired bank by shedding its branch
network and this could impair lending to SMEs.

Third, it was mentioned that the current working of the Credit Bureau managed by
the Korea Federation of Banks should be improved to diminish banks' reluctance to lend
to SMEs. Specifically, the Credit Bureau collects information on loans only beyond a
certain threshold. Until 1998, such threshold was 500 million won (approximately
417,000 US$ at the end-1998 exchange rate). Although, the threshold was lowered later
to 100 million won, the high threshold for the past de facto excluded most SMEs, whose
credit history could not be observed in the Credit Bureau files at the time of the crisis.
Thus, banks-being unable to observe the credit history of new applicant small firms-
could likely refrain from extending credit to them. Reportedly, this exacerbated credit
constraints for those small businesses that were borrowing from a distressed bank only.

4.3 Malaysia

1. Degree of increase in real interest ratesfollowing the crisis
Although Malaysia was less prompt than the other affected countries to enact a

monetary restriction to counter the crisis, the real lending rate increased even there with
respect to its pre-crisis level. Specifically, the real overnight rate and the real lending rate
stood above their pre-crisis levels for a protracted number of months (Figure Ml).

MI. Real Money Market and Average Lending Rates
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21 Initially, the Korean government and HSBC reached a Memorandum of Understanding (February, 1999).
But, failure to negotiate further details held the deal back. Negotiations were terminated in August, 1999.
22 In December 1999, the Korean government sold 5 0.99 of its 100 per cent shareholing in Korea First
Bank, to the KFB Newbridge Holding Ltd.
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2. Increase in the spread between lending rate and interest rate on risk-free assets
Although the spread between the average lending rate and the 3-month T-bill-

capturing both the general risk premium and the bank dependent borrowers' specific
spread-declined somewhat subsequently, it reached its historic peak in early 1998 for
both commercial and merchant banks and remained above pre-crisis levels (Figure M2).23

M2. Rate Spread Lending vs. 3-Month T-bill M3. 12-month Rate of Growth Rate of Real Loans
(3-month moving average)
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3. E.xtent of decline in the growth of real loans

Despite repeated reductions in lending rates, the annual growth rate of loans in
Malaysia remained anemic and indeed turned negative in real terms since September
1998 (Figure M3). The sharp slow-down in lending activity can be explained by three
factors: i) the heightened corporate risks and the uncertainty about the path of corporate
debt workouts; ii) the capital crunch as bank capital was impaired; iii) the directive to
banks issued in October 1997 by the Monetary Authorities to reduce the growth of credit
lines extended to customers in an effort to curb the excessive credit growth.

It appears that the Monetary Authorities deemed the expansion of loans to be
excessive but were reluctant to curtail it by raising the intervention rate, considering the
harmful impact on highly leveraged Malaysian corporations. Accordingly, the directive
to limit the growth of credit lines was issued on the grounds that it might have less
serious consequences. The adoption of this directive seems also consistent with the fact
that Mdalaysia increased its intervention rate less than other crisis countries did. However,
it would be difficult to rule out that such directive played a role-possibly leading banks
to overreact in the face of the crisis-both in curtailing the availability of credit and in
increasing lending rates relatively to other market rates.

4. Evidence offJlight to quality by depositors

4.1 Among Domestic Bankrs

The downward trend in loans was more prominent in the case of finance companies
and merchant banks compared to commercial banks (Figure M5). In fact, as other crisis
countries, Malaysia also experienced a reshuffling of deposits across banks: Finance

23 See Box 2 in Appendix 2 for details on the computation of these spreads.
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companies and merchant banks suffered a marked deposit outflow, to the benefit ofcommercial banks that were perceived by depositors less likely to fail (Figures M5-6).Finance companies tried unsuccessfully to resist the deposit flight by offering higher rates(Figure M7).

M4. Growth Rate of Real Loans by Type of Bank MS. Share (%) of Fixed Deposits at Merchant Banks and
Finance Companies
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4.2 Domestic to Foreign Banks

The flight to quality by depositors increased-at least temporarily-also the marketshare of foreign banks (Figure M6).

5. Evidence offlight to quality by banks (e.g. via larger purchase of securities)
The share of T-bills and government securities in total assets increased for all typesof domestic banks with respect to the pre-crisis status (Figure M8), a sign of a decline inbanks' willingness to lend.
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6 Evidence of disproportionate contraction in loans to SMEs

Small and medium-sized industries (SMIs) may have been protected from the crisis
to some extent by the well-endowed government sponsored credit schemes dedicated to
them. As a matter of fact the share of SMI loans on total bank loans outstanding stayed
flat across the crisis or even slightly increased (Figure M9). However, to the extent that
reported SMI loans represent those loans which benefit of the above schemes, they might
not entirely reflect trends in credit to the whole segment of small businesses. Something
on this respect may be gauged by observing the distribution of loans by size. Given that,
in general, small businesses will demand smaller-sized loans and large firms will demand
larger loans, the distribution of loans by size contains important information on which
business segments receive more or less credit. Figure Ml 0 reports the share of
outstanding loans broken down according to three different size brackets. It is interesting
to notice that the shares of both the smaller and the medium sized loans dropped, while
the share of larger sized loans increased.

M10. Loan Size-Class Shares (% ) in Total Loans Ml1. Percentage rejection rates of loan applications
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7. Increase in the rejection rate of loan applications

The trend in the rejection rate of loan applications received provides a very
important indication clearly identifying banks' loan supply retrenchment. Both in terms
of amount and of number of applications, the rejection rate more than doubled-with
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respect to pre-crisis levels-and remained consistently higher than pre-crisis (Figure
Ml 1). The persistence of a high rejection rate provides an even stronger indication of
banks' supply retrenchment considering that loan applications dramatically shrank
(Figure M12), possibly reflecting-beside lower demand-the fact that perspective
borrowers were discouraged to apply by the increased rejection rate of applications.24

M12. Number of loan applications received M13. Percentage Share of I and 3-Month Fixed Deposits
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8. Shortening in the maturity offinancial intermediation

Although not as severe as in Indonesia, there was a reshuffling of deposits towards
shorter maturity. The share of 1-month fixed deposits (of fixed deposits with maturity up
to 3-month) on total fixed deposits-fixed deposits are the bulk of Ringit deposits-
increased from 39% (63%) in June 1997 to 46% (68%) in June 1998 (Figure M13). This
shift was not justified by higher rates for the 1-month maturity with respect to the other
maturities. Instead, a shift in the public's desire for liquidity played a major role. As a
consequence of the shortened maturity of liabilities, banks abbreviated the maturity of
loans-the share of loans with maturity above 1-year slightly declined from 45% in June
1997 to 44% in September 1998-thus likely increasing uncertainty for corporates
regarding their access to external finance.

9. Evidence on contraction inpre-committed loans

Regarding the availability of credit, it is useful to analyze the expansion of loan
commitments-a supply driven variable-and the trend in the ratio between outstanding
drawn credit and outstanding credit limits-whose increase may identify loan demand
pressure relative to supply. Available data clearly identify a retrenchment in banks' loan
supply, suggesting that reveals that borrowers had to rely more on shorter term and
generally pre-committed facilities. In spite of the marked slow down in loans
outstanding, the ratio between loan commitments extended and loans outstanding
dropped by 10 percentage points between the pre-crisis and the autumn of 1998 situation

24 It is worth mentioning that the Malaysian introduced an administrative procedure to deal with loan applicants who feel theirapplication was unjustly turned down by a bank. A specific office of Bank Negara was in charge of receiving and dealing with
such complaints. In those cases in which the office recognized that the bank rejected the loan application improperly, an orderwas issued to the bank to grant the loan. While this procedure addressed the important problem of the depletion of banks'
informational capital, it appeared cumbersome and potentially interfering with the freedom of market forces.
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(Figure M14). At the same time, the utilization of outstanding credit limits rose from
around 40% to almost 55% (Figure Ml5).

Ml4. Share of Revolving Credit & Overdraft in Total Loans M15. Utilization of credit limits and extension of loan
commitments (in %)
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4.4 Philippines

1. Degree of increase in real interest rates following the crisis
In the Philippines, during the second half of 1997 and in the first few months of1998, the real discount and average lending rates both increased with respect to their pre-crisis levels (Figure P1). Both rates subsequently declined, the real lending rate remainedhigher than pre-crisis even thereafter. Indeed, in the case of the Philippines, the gapbetween lending and discount rates shrank-while here we take its widening as anindication of banks' growing unwillingness to lend-and started to open up again only inrecent months.
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2. Increase in the spread between lending rate and interest rate on risk-free assets
Combined with the slow-down in lending activity, the evolution of the relevant

spreads underscores the strain caused by the crisis as evidenced by the large spike in the
case of SPRO (lending rate minus t-bill rate) and SPR2 (lending rate minus commercial
paper rate) at the peak of the crisis (Figures P2).25

3. Extent of decline in the growth of real loans
In spite of relatively strong initial conditions and a less pronounced adverse impact

of the crisis on economic activity compared to other economies in the region, the
Philippines has also experienced a marked decline in its growth rate of real loans since
the beginning of 1998, which turned negative in September 1998 (Figure P3).

The unwillingness of banks to extend loans to the corporate sector could be
explained, inter alia, by: (i) the often poor quality of borrower financial information; (ii)
the inability of lenders to seize the collateral pledged by a defaulting debtor in cases
where a suspension of payments has been granted by the SEC; (iii) a requirement that
seized collateral be held for one year in order to give the debtor the possibility to
repurchase it; and (iv) the requirement, immediately upon seizure of collateral, for the
lender to pay a 6% transfer tax and a 1.5% documentary stamp tax.26
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4. Evidence offlight to quality by depositors

4.1 Among Domestic Banks

A salient feature common to other crisis countries-the reshuffling of deposit
across banks-took place also in the Philippines. There was a flight to quality from
private development banks and saving banks to commercial banks (Figure P4). This
observation implies that customers that largely rely on these banks may have found it
particularly difficult to obtain loans, and thereby resume their activities.

25 See Box 2 in Appendix 2 for details on the computation of these spreads.
29 World Bank (1999).
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P4. Distribution of Deposits Among Banks P5. Loans and Securities in Bank Assets
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4.2 Domestic to Foreign Banks

No such information was available for the Philippines.

S. Evidence offlight to quality by banks ('e.g. viaz larger purchase of securities)
As shown in Figure P5, the share of government securities in comnmercial banks'

assets exhibited an upward trend since February 1998. Concurrently, the share of loans
as a percentage of total assets decreased. These two observations combined can be
interpreted as a sign of a decline in banks' willingness to extend loans as they devoted
increasing part of their assets to risk free government assets.

6. Evidence of disproportionate contraction in loazns to SMEs

Information on bank lending to SMEs was not available for the Philippines. Some
general indication on this can however be gleaned by analyzing the evolution of lending
at the regional level. The evidence-referring to savings banks only because this was the
sole type of banks for which adequately disaggregated data were available-suggests that
loans were cut more in those regions where SMEs are concentrated (Central Visayas and
Southern Tagalog) compared to Manila, where instead large firms are concentrated
(Figures P6-8). Indeed, the authorities intervened to alleviate the diffi1culties in accessing
credit faced by SMEs. However, poor quality of collateral available to acquire SME
loans was reportedly a major obstacle that even undermines the effectiveness of
governmnent interventions. 27 The fact that banks cannot use pledges secured by
inventories and accounlts receivable as collateral also weakens the effectiveness of these
interventions since SMEs typically own inventory, accounts receivable and a few fixed
assets all housed in leased premises.28

7 Increase In the rejection rate of loan applications

No such information was available for the Philippines.

27 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
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P6. Credit Granted by Saving Banks: Manila P7. Credit Granted by Saving Banks: Central Visayas
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8. Shortening in the maturity offinancial intermediation
Available data suggest that the share of short-term and medium-term loans in the

total declined, to the advantage of long-term loans (Figure P9). It is, however, possible
that the increase in long-term lending was policy induced.

9. Evidence on contraction in pre-committed loans

No such information was available for the Philippines.

IO. Other relevant issues

Although the average lending rate trended downward since early 1998 (Figure
P 10), the gap between highest and lowest loan rates-for which information was
published only starting with September 1 997-expanded since March 1998 (Figure P1 1).
In the light of the marked slow-down in lending activity, this was negative news as it
indicated banks' intensifying rate discrimination that could imply higher costs of funds
for less well reputed customers but it was also positive news as it hinted less credit
rationing for less well known customers.
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4.5 Thailand29

1. Degree of increase in real interest rates following the crisis
The real money market and lending rates in Thailand increased with respect to theirpre-crisis values during the second half of 1997 and first half of 1998 (Figure Ti). Inaddition, there was a widening in the gap between lending and money market rates

shrank-which here we take as an indication of banks' growing unwillingness to lend.

TI. Real Lending and Money Market Rates
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29 Although it is impossible to be as analytic as for the other countries, we can still show that some of the phenomenaidentifying the disruption in the credit market in the other crisis countries ernerged for Thailand as well. In the absenccof a visit by the team to Bangkok, the section on Thailand is rather sketchy. Only some of the relevant data wereobtained thanks to the help of Stijn Claessens and his team. The interest rate data used in this section is the simpleaverage of interest rates for 36 commnercial banks operating in Thailand: as such it may differ from some of thepublished data, referring to the fiSrst five banks only.
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2. Increase in the spread between lending rate and interest rate on risk-free assets
In the case of Thailand, since govenment securities were not issued, the relevant

risk-free yield used is that on bonds issued by state enterprises. Figure T2 shows that,
indeed, during the third quarter of 1997 the spread increased, although it went back to
pre-crisis level in the final quarter of 1997.

3. Extent of decline in the growth of real loans

The growth of real loans slowed down substantially after the crisis ensued and
became negative in the summer of 1998 (Figure T3).
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4. Evidence offlight to quality by depositors

Between December of 1996 and December of 1997, disregarding finance
companies, the deposit market share of domestic banks decreased from 98% to 95%, to
the benefit of foreign banks (Figure T4). In relative terms, the loss in the deposit market
inflicted by depositors' flight was more acute for the small Thai banks than for the larger
domestic banks.
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Domestic banks tried to counter the deposit outflow in favor of foreign banks by
increasing their deposit rates more than the latter did (Figure T5). By the same token,
small Thai banks increased their deposit rates more than domestic large banks.

5. Evidence offlight to quality by banks (e.g via larger purchase of securities)
No such information was available for Thailand.

6. Evidence of disproportionate contraction in loans to SMEs
No such information was available for Thailand.

7. Increase in the rejection rate of loan applications
No such information was available for Thailand.

8. Shortening in the maturity offinancial intermediation

No such information was available for Thailand.

9. Evidence on contraction in pre-committed loans

No such information was available for Thailand.

5. Some Possible Remedies to the Problems Posed by the Credit Crunch
The retrenchment in banks' supply of loans that precipitated the credit crunch was a

market response to various external stimuli. Although the initial liquidity shortage and
interest rate increase did not last long, credit markets disruption was lasting.30 This
meant that for an extended penrod of time businesses found it harder than before to
having access to credit, and this may have limited or retarded recovery.

As we have amply stressed, this difficulty in having access to credit is more
pervasive for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) than for large corporations.
This happens for two main reasons. First, because larger borrowers-being usually
"better connected" and more influential-obtain preferential treatment. Second, because
it objectively becomes more difficult for banks to evaluate which small businesses are
"good risks". Corrective actions are called for, especially considering that SMEs are
generally a force of change toward a deeper rooted market economy. Thus, the
deployment of temporary government supported credit schemes has to be viewed
favorably, in spite of its potential distortions. In fact, support credit schemes proved
effective instruments to countervail the discrimination against SMEs due to preferential
treatment of influential borrowers. Of course, accepting the idea of government
intervention should not discourage searching ways to reduce distortions implicit in the
credit schemes: For instance, it would be desirable to minimize the interest rate subsidy
component and to maximize the liquidity provision component.

1° The financial systems of these countries may have been particularly vulnerable to shocks because of liberalizationthat was premature and not accompanied by adequate regulatory structure. See, for instance, Caprio, Atiyas andHanson (1994).
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These schemes, however, do not address the second issue, narnely the fact that itbecomes more difficult to distinguish the "good risks" from the "bad risks". In thisrespect, further considerations are needed.

What changed most in credit markets with respect to the pre-crisis situation wasthat much of the informational capital accumulated in banks was damaged or depleted.
In turn, this may worsen the allocation of credit. There are at least three components to
the informational capital depletion.

First, a substantial part of crisis countries' banks went out of business-either
through closure or via (assisted) merger.3 ' Many customer relationships between thosebanks and their borrowers were severed. Even in the case the incumbent bank wasmerged with another bank, instead of being just closed, there is little guarantee that all therelevant information on borrowers was passed on and/or is effectively used by the newbank. This implies that many customers who were just borrowing from the distressedbank may have found it particularly hard to get new credit, or even to hold to what theypreviously had been granted. This is the case especially when the acquiring bank waslacking the "corporate lending culture" that the distressed bank had. In fact, if thedistress is not caused by mismanagement but is the result of a systemic crisis, it is likelythat the sounder banks were lending little and they acquired banks that were lending alarger share of their assets. In practice, in the case of such mergers, it would be desirable
to make supervisors watchful to minimize the loss of "corporate lending culture".

Second, surviving banks were called to rapidly strengthen their paid in capital base:to the extent that their informational capital is factored in as goodwill capital, they couldhave an incentive to under-invest in terms of the information they collect on borrowers.3 2
In practice, the accumulation of information on borrowers is a costly process that gives
returns over an extended time. To the extent that banks were required to quickly upgrade
their paid in capital, they might have a "perverse" incentive to shift their portfolio towardrisk-free assets-e.g. government securities-or toward lending to prime customers, whoare unanimously believed to be better risks and do not require the costly investment ininformation gathering and processing.3 3 Once more, supervisors could be made pro-
active to avoid that the flight to quality curbs lending to viable borrowers. Furthermore,
it could be desirable to stiffen capital standards in a gradual way. Finally, supervisory
forbearance could be applied in a least distortionary pattern: e.g. considering thatrecovery postulates a massive re-deployment of resources from "non-traded" to "traded"sectors, lower capital requirements could be applied against loans to viable exporting
firms, that will likely benefit from the exchange rate devaluation.

" For instance, Bongini, Claessens and Ferri (2000) find that, between July 1997 and July 1999, 42% of their (goodcoverage) sample of financial institutions from the five East Asian crisis countries became distressed and 13% wereclosed.
32 This reasoning is analogous to that of Hellman, Murdoch and Stiglitz (1999), who argue that enforcing increasedcapital standards will lead banks to rely more on the paid in capital component to the detriment of the "informationalcapital" component. Accordingly, enforcing increased capital standards may induce banks to "'under-invest" in theirscreening and monitoring of borrowers, thus leading to a worsening-rather than an improvement-in the allocation ofcredit.
33 The new Proposal to revise Bank Capital Asset Requirements put forth in June 1999 by the Basle Committee onBanking Supervision might reinforce the incentive for banks to shift their loans away from the less reputed borrowersand toward the prime customers during a systemic crisis. Indeed. the Proposal suggests to reduce bank capitalrequirements for loans to highly rated customers and the incentive for banks to shift to these customers would begreatest when they are capital constrained in a systemic crisis.
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Third, most likely many loan officers in East Asian banks were replaced as a result
of market sanctions trickling down from the top management to them. Unfortunately, as
much as it may be desirable to show that market sanctions work, the departure of these
loan officers may be bad news. Once more, the evidence that their loan portfolio has
turned sour at a time of systemic crisis is not enough to claim that this was the result of
mismanagement. And, indeed, replacing these loan officers under those circumstances
may be like "throwing away the baby with the bath water". In fact, those loan officers
were the likely repository of confidential infonnation on borrowers and their removal
may well mean that part or all of that information is lost to the bank. Thus, supervisors
might find it beneficial to suspend loan officer turnover-excluding of course the case of
fraudulent behavior-at the time of a systemic crisis.
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In the midst of East Asian banks' informational capital depletion, it must also be
noticed that East Asian economies traditionally relied on informal links and contracts to a
larger extent than most other economies. In fact, these countries ranked relatively low in
terms of both the efficiency of judicial systems and the rule of law, two major variables
reflecting the effectiveness of law enforcement. As Figures 4.1-2 show, East Asian crisis
countries-with the only exception of Malaysia-ranked not only below the average for
OECD countries but also below the average of the 49 countries considered by La Porta et
al. (1996).3

This suggests that informal links and implicit contracts were there to complement
the inadequate status of formal law enforcement. In terms of financial sources,
furthermore, these countries relied on banks much more than other comparatively
developed economies. As such, the impoverishment of bank informational capital was
bound to have more pervasive effects there than in countries with better developed
financial markets.

A related aspect is the effectiveness of information sharing among banks, a vital
aspect for efficient loan allocation in general which may become even more vital during asystemic crisis.3 5 Indeed, the negative consequences of distress impairing some of the

34 Data from: La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny (1996).
35 Jappelli and Pagano (1993) and (1999) show that information sharing among banks is favorably influenced by: a)larger mobility of households and dimension of the consumer credit market; b) less degree of competition and/or moreregulatory segmentation in the domestic banking market: c) better status of technological development in the banking
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banks could be limited if the information on borrowers collected at such incumbent banks
were also available to new entrant banks. Unfortunately, however, the situation of East
Asian crisis countries in terms of information sharing among banks could be improved.
Malaysia and Indonesia have a Credit Register run by the Central Bank, however both
cover only a limited credit history of borrowers. In addition, at the time of the crisis, the
Malaysian Credit Register was being restructured to allow for better communication
between the "white information"-the information on properly performing loans-and
the "black information"-that on non-performing loans. Korea and the Philippines have
a Credit Bureau run by the local Bankers' Association. Until recently, the Korean Credit
Bureau collected information only on relatively large borrowers, since its threshold below
which loans needed not be reported was rather high. In the Philippines, the Credit
Bureau collects "black information" only and there are plans to upgrade it to include
"white information" as well. The Bank of Thailand has publicly held that the lack of an
efficient mechanism of information sharing among banks is one of the major culprits
behind the reluctance of banks to lend. Accordingly, the Bank of Thailand announced
that it intended to institute a scheme for information sharing among banks.3 6

What could be done against this unsatisfactory background? Introducing a Credit
Bureau/Register where there was none is a sensible course of action. Collecting also
"white information" where only "black information" was gathered is also a good
measure. Lowering the threshold for loan information accruing to the Credit
Bureau/Register where such threshold was relatively high is to be welcomed too.

These actions, however, are likely to harvest positive results only in the future,
possibly in the distant future, and would be of little help to deal with an incumbent credit
crunch. Something else would be needed.

A sensible course of action might be to enforce mandatory backward reporting
from banks to the Credit Bureau/Register. This would establish credit histories for
borrowers that could be made available to banks that have to decide whether to accept
loan applications from new borrowers or turn them down. It seems that it would be most
valuable to gather such information particularly from those banks under distress, whose
borrowers are most likely to have to turn to a new bank, to which they may be unknown
borrowers.

Alternatively, administrative procedures to deal with "wrongly" rejected customers
were adopted by some countries. Although we do not have information on how
effectively it worked, an example in this respect is the Malaysian experience.
Reportedly, the Malaysian introduced an administrative procedure to deal with loan
applicants who felt their application was unjustly turned down by a bank. A specific
office of Bank Negara was in charge of receiving and dealing with such complaints. In
those cases in which the office recognized that the bank rejected the loan application
improperly, an order was issued to the bank to grant the loan. It is clear that this
administrative procedure carried with it major risks of potentially distorting market-based
decisions by the banks.

industry; d) public intervention to make up for the lack private sector initiatives. At the same time, they show thatbetter developed and longer established information sharing leads to: a) deeper credit markets, as evidenced by highercredit/income aggregate ratios; b) better allocation of credit as indicated by fewer defaults.
36 Asia Wall Street Journal (1998).
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Another possible-likely less distortionary-administrative measure could have the
Central Bank collect the information on credit histories of borrowers at distressed banks
and issue to credit-worthy borrowers a "credit voucher" that these perspective customers
can exhibit when applying for loans to a new bank. Of course, the new bank would not
be forced to grant the loan but, in any case, the "voucher" would vehicle information
potentially important for the lending decision that the bank might find it difficult to
obtain otherwise.

While publicizing credit histories can lower the depletion of banks' informational
capital for those customers who were already borrowing in the past, little can be done
through these means for new customers, who never had loans from any bank.

A final issue pertains to corporate restructuring. In some cases-e.g. Korea-
corporate workouts identified a tiny fraction of firms as "bad risks" (or non viable firms)
and a relatively small fraction of firms as "good risks" (or viable firms), while leaving the
large majority of firms in the gray area of potentially viable firms. This was certainly
well meant to reduce the perception of risk on the part of banks at a time when such
perception of risk was impairing bank lending, especially to SMEs. Unless these
schemes are able to identify as "good risks" the large majority of firms, however, the
identification of "good risks" may do more harm than good in a systemic crisis. In fact,
this may precipitate a flight to quality away from firms which, though being viable, are
not immediately recognized as such: in such a case, even though they were viable, lack of
liquidity may cause them to become "non-viable". Thus, in a systemic crisis, if the
workout scheme cannot identify as "good risks" the large majority of firms, a preferable
course of action would be to focus on identifying just the "bad risks".3 7

37 Once more, as argued by Miller and Stiglitz (1999), policy action in a systemic crisis must start recognizing that theliquidity shortage is generalized. Accordingly, one should avoid adopting policies that-though well meant-effectively aggravate the liquidity strain for profitable and potentially profitable firms.
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APPENDIX 1: MEASURES TO SUPPORT SMEs IN KOREA
The Korean monetary and bank regulatory authorities took the following measures in order to

recover liquidity flows to SMEs.

Relaxation of prudential regulatory restrictions. In October of 1998, the Banking SupervisoryAuthority (BSA) unveiled detailed action program to support SMEs. The three key componentsof this program were the following. First, relaxation of the commercial banks' loan screeningcriteria for SMEs. Specifically, SMEs could pay just normal interest rather than penalty interestfor their loans overdue if they resume a redemption of merely interest portion of loans contract.Second, exemption of loan officers from their responsibility in lending to SMEs. Third,increasing the weight of the "amount of loans granted to SMEs" to the greatest item among theother list of items when evaluating each bank's management performance by the BSA.
Reinforced criteria in rediscount facilities. In October of 1998, the Bank of Korea (BOK)announced that it would strengthen the incentives of commercial banks to lend to SMEs throughincreasing penalties in allocating rediscount facility to those banks not meeting their obligatedSMEs lending ratio.:'

Increased credit guarantee schemes (Table K4). These schemes removed the default riskfrom bank books. Guarantees carried over lower risk weighting than collateral in calculating the
BIS ratio for banks.3 9

Table K4. Trend of Credit Guarantees (billion won)
1994 95 96 97 98.9 98. 11

* Outstanding amount 10,450 11,698 13,815 17.052 3 1t749 31,666
* Net increase 6,406 8,224 10,182 12,158 25,143 26,214

In July of 1998, the Korea Export Insurance Corporation raised its limit on the guaranteeof individual firm's trade financing from 2 billion won to 5 billion won. In August, the individual
firm's ceiling of credit guarantee for the trade financing has been expanded from 1/3 of its annualsales amount to V2 of its annual sales. Guarantees associated with SMEs' import financing of rawmaterials has been increased to 10 billion won per individual firm or 1/3 of firm's annual sales
with guarantee commission of 1.0% per annum (large firms: 1.5%).

According to the survey conducted by the Korea Federation of Small Businesses inDecember 1998, most SMEs pointed out the following bottlenecks in credit guarantee schemes: i)credit guarantee limit was determined by past performance of annual sales (26.6%); ii) procedures
to access credit guarantee schemes were too complicated for SMEs (24.0%); and iii) creditguarantee funds imposed additional requirements in the form of personal guarantor attached tonew credit guarantee (14.3%). All in all, this implied that theflight to quality enacted also in theallocation of credit guarantee funds so that most of credit guarantees were concentrated on fewersound SMEs.

'8 The unutilized amount by the bank will be redistributed to other eligible banks that exceed the compulsory ratio.Furthermore, the BOK expanded the eligibility of trade financing facilities for purchasing final products by the SMEsexporters who are not eligible for the facility. Currently, this facility is available only for SMEs exporters when theypurchase materials for export goods and production costs of exporting goods.
39 Thus, the Korean government further recapitalized the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund and Korea Technology CreditFund through injecting fiscal funds for this purposes. In 1998, the government spent 1,300 billion won, more thandouble the arnount compared to 1997 (600 billion won), in its recapitalizing these two guarantee funds. Moreover, thegovernment established a $1 billion fund from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) as a special credit guarantee forSMEs. This fund was also used to recapitalize these two main credit guarantee funds.
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Restoration of credit flows to SMEs. The following schemes to assist SMEs were introducedto restore credit flows to SMEs:

* The BSA required banks to roll-over SME loans due by December 1998. Between June 29and November 30 of 1998, the roll-over ratio stood at 89.3%.40 In December 1998, as atemporary measure, the BSA also ordered commercial banks that SME lending due inJanuary-June of 1999 should be rolled over at least 6 months.

* The BSA ordered commercial banks to cancel their compensating balance requirement for
SMEs between January and November 1998 (7,185 billion won) so that SMEs would haveroom for accessing additional loans. Between January and November 1998, 7,185 billionwon worth of compensating balances were cancelled-out of the total SMEs lending of 128,
820 billion won.

* The BSA ordered special lending programs for SMEs. The relatively larger and stronger 15commercial banks were required to lend 14.8 trillion won to SMEs from their own funds.The BSA monitored each bank's performance through its on-site examination. As of October
of 1998, 12 trillion had been loaned out.

* As of December 1998, for the trade financing of SMEs, $53 billion were allocated and $45.1
billion were actually used.

Table K5. Trade Financing for SMEs (as of December 1998, in USD)
Allocated Used

Purchase of Export bills of exchange 3.0 1.9
* IBRD funds 10.0 10.0 D Supporting import financing of raw

materials which are used for making
export goods

* BOK's foreign reserves over target 20.0 18.1 * $ 10 billion is for SMEsceiling
* EXIM Bank funds 20.0 15.1 * Japan EXIM bank ($10 bill.) Korea

EXIM bank ($10 bill.)

Total 53.0 45.1

* On September 1, 98 lending rate of the BOK aggregate credit4 ' was lowered from 5% to 3%for those credits with maturity up to three months. As of December 1998, 6.4 trillion wonwere allocated and fully used.

* A scheme allowing firms to use export bills as collateral against their borrowing from bankswas introduced (Table KS). The BOK supplied additional liquidity by purchasing Monetary
Stabilization Bonds held by commercial banks on repurchase agreement basis in order to giveincentives to banks to lend to SMEs. BOK's repurchase interest rate (12%) is lower thancommercial bank's lending rate (15%).42

40 Loans due maturity was 52,148 billion won and the amount of rolling-over was 46,580 billion won.
41 Typical rediscount facility which is allocated to individual bank in proportion to the outstanding amounts of thefollowing three loans extended to SMEs: i) discount of commercial bills; ii) foreign trade financing; and iii) loans forproduction of parts and materials.
42 As a result of this measure, export hill of exchange collateral lending was increased to 437 billion won in November1998 from 274 billion won in December 1997.
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APPENDIX 2: THE INTERPRETATIVE FRAMEWORK
The crux of the framework employed in this note rests on the strand of literature referred asthe credit view. The credit view analyzes in detail the ways in which monetary policy caninfluence the interaction between borrowers and lenders in financial markets and the resultingconsequences for economic activity. By emphasizing a combination of capital marketimperfections and portfolio balance effects based on imperfect asset substitutability, the creditview suggests the possibility that the policy's incidence may differ substantially across agents inthe economy. The credit view encompasses two distinct channels: a balance sheet channel and abank lendintg channel.

The balance sheet channel stems from the fact that monetary policy has non-neutral effectson the balance sheet of firms. A tightening of monetary policy stance leads to a decline in the networth of firtns for two reasons. First, as contractionary monetary policy causes interest rates torise, the servicing of outstanding debt becomes more expansive and firms experience decreasingcash flows. Second, rising rates are followed by declines in asset prices. As a result, the value ofmarketable collateral declines and the wedge between the interest rates at which corporates canborrow and the yields on otherwise analogous risk-free assets rises. These adverse developments
lead to more stringent conditions under which external finance becomes available. In practice,the external cost of finance rises which ultimately causes interest-sensitive expenditures such asinvestment to decline.

The bank lending channiel exists because banks actively reshuffle their portfolio of assets inresponse to a change in the stance of monetary policy. More specifically, a tightening ofmonetary conditions evokes a reduction in the supply of banks loans relative to other sources ofcredit such as commercial bills. Bank lending declines primarily because banks cannotcompensate completely the drain of reserves by issuing managed liabilities such as certificate ofdeposit. Since access to the short-termn capital market restricted primarily to large firms, smallfirms, which rely on bank loans for the financing of investment spending, are deprived of theirchief source of financial capital. This suggests that the credit channel is likely to particularlypenalize the small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)<3 most of which are de facto bank-dependent borrowers."

An additional reason for SMEs being disproportionately affected by credit channel effectsderives from the possibility that the monetary squeeze triggers aflight to quality in bank lending.More specifically, banks may respond to the monetary restriction, not only restraining creditgenerally, but also by adopting more stringent lending policies vis-a-vis customers that areperceived to be less credit worthy.45 That is, when a deposit drain squeezes their resources, bankswill try to cherry-pick customers who are ex ante more credit-worthy: e.g. those having a moreestablished credit record or those able to post more collateral46 In turn, as stressed by Bemanke,Gertler, and Gilchrist (1996), the flight to quality in bank lending may trigger afinancialaccelerator effect along the following causal chain: the negative shock precipitates the economy

43 Gertler and Gilchrist (1994) show evidence consistent with this hypothesis.
44 In the first place, SMEs are too small to jtustify the fixed costs entailed by listing securities. In addition, even whenthey have the intention of issuing debt on the market, they will most likely refrain from doing so. Because of the lowliquidity of their debt, investors would ask for very high yields. thus making issuance unattractive.
45 Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1996) report evidence consistent with this hypothesis. A negative bias similar tothat regarding SMEs might apply to fast-growing firms, since they have a higher ratio of expected future profits to thecurrent value of physical assets and thus can provide lower collateral.
46 Lenders perceive SMEs to be more risky since they generally have a shorter track record and typically release less --and less structured-- information.
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into a recession; the recession makes borrowing constraints tighter; tighter borrowing constraintsamplify the recession, and so on.47

The flight to quality in bank lending could also be in the form of banks' increasing theirholdings of government securities in relation to their assets in response to a tightening ofmonetary conditions. This, combined with the decrease in loans in relation to banks' assets, isoften interpreted as a sign of a decline in banks' willingness to extend new loans.

Box 1: Illustration of the Relevant Spreads

[ hle following expression presenis the set of interest rate spreads wvhich capture tie creditchaninlel effects of tlie traiismission mechanisin of inonerar% polie%:

SPR, = LR - TB=SPR, +SPR2
here

LR kending, rate;
TB = Treasury hill rate:

! SPR, commercial paper rate - TreasLIo bill rate:
SPR2 = lending rate - commercial paper rate.

Thle dilference bet-een rates on corporate comnilmercial paper and on Treasun bills (SPRI)Ineasures thLe general risk preiniuin as IL is perceived bN ithe mlarket. If the balance slect effecL isat %%orkl, %te expect thiat this spread will increase after the inonetars restriction, reflecting tile factiliai pri% ate sector debt has beconie relatively riskier E is-4-% is soxercign debt.

The spread between the leiiding rate and coinmercial paper (SPRj> is a prox; for thelending channiel effect The difference betnecn lending rates anid conimercial paper ratesquantifies the preni'lm that bank-dependent borrovters mnuist pay in order toi raise external financerelative to those finrs able to issue debt oii the market. The lending channel effeelcontends thatthis spreatd wvill inrcrease in tile atieniiath of the monenarn squeeze.

It*iirL [itrmj and Fcrrn i 1,f9lS.

A final ingredient that suggests SMEs are more penalized by the credit channel derivesfrom the possibility that when a financial crisis ensues, depositors may also enact a flight toquality (safety). Envisaging increased bank fragility, depositors may shift their savings towardsinstitutions that are perceived to be less likely to go bankrupt. To the extent that the smallerbanks are seen as less likely to be bailed out by the Government, they may be the ones to suffermost in the deposit flight. Thus, it is likely that the institutions which receive new flows of fundshave no established relationship with the borrowers of those institutions losing resources.Accordingly, the institutions receiving new flows are not likely to make loans to those borrowers.In this case, an additional credit squeeze may hit those customers borrowing from smallerbanks,48 and SMEs, more than other firms, typically depend on small banks' lending'9

47 A model deploying financial accelerator effects was proposed by Kyiotaki and Moore (1997). Lang and Nakamura(1995) report evidence of a flight to quality in bank lending within the US: Lang and Nakamura (1995).
48 Kashyap and Stein (1994, I997) argue that small banks, rather than large ones, are more likely to be hit by monetaryrestrictions.
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Box 2: Shadow Cost of Lending
The selection of the lending rate has important implications in the analysis of the cost ofcredit intermediation. Posted comimercial loan rates renect loans that are actually made. not the.shado%% cost ot bankls to a representati%e potential borro%%er. Considering the fiact that. in a periodof reirencliment. baniks exteiid only the safest and highest qualir loans, posted loans rates maN be

uLLlderestimate the mnarginal cost of borrov'ing.

Consequentlr, selecting the proper lendinig rate becomes a crucial issue. For the sake ofillustration, let Lis consider Mlalaysia. Official statistics pLiblish either the average lending ratefALR; or the base lending rate (BLRI. flowe%er. these rates are inappropriate to reflect ihemarginal cost ofborrox% ing for tmo reasons. First, tlhe BLR is itself a rate indirectly controlled bythe Cenltral Bank. In addition. regulation constrains the estent to nhich thce ALR can be set abo% eie BLR. Second. because some htpes of loanis bear iriterest rates determiined on the basis of tile
cost of fuLnds' and therelore are nmore retlecti e of markel conditions. The fact that the share of

0' Lrdrafi loans andi resolving crediL in total loans has increased noticeably pro% ides a strLongrationale for usiiig this tco4t of fund` based lending rate as the relevant proxy for the niarginalcost ol'borro% inz. Therefore. in liiie "%ith market participants' sugRestions, an attenipt is made tocompute the sliadot cost oLf lendinlg (SCL) by using the tollo'% ing fonnula:

SC L = IBIR + - R IBR + i L i IBR - TRR i + V I IBR - TBI?iI 1.11 I kg

%%herc SSR. LR. IBR. and TBR stand tMir statutory required reserve ratio. liquidity ratio.interbank rate (Klibor. Phibor. etc.), and treasury bill rate. The term RZatio is derined as the ratiool t[ie pre-crisis a%erage 1 1995.01-196 12) ofrancrage lending rate minus treaisur) bill rate to thlepre-crisis awerage of interbank rate minus treasun bill rate. Tle RaLio captjres ilte average riskpremiumii for bank borrowers during "norrnal times'". 'I.c be conservative. onlY 13 ` ol' tile Ratio
\%as applied.

TIhroughout this note, SCI. is emploned Mlen calculatitig relevant spreads. SCL- isinodified, '%ihen necessar-. to incorporate counlry specific factors. Since Korea alread) publishestile o'crdraft lending raLe, there "%as ino need to calCLulate the SCI.. Due to lackl ol'rdata. suchi arate "%as niot constructed for Indonesia and Thailand.
Ber.onke 19x11.

As widely acknowledged, a decline in either bank loans or a decline in their growthfollowing a monetary tightening is not sufficient to pin down an adverse movement in banks'loan supply. This is because the decline could be induced either by the corporate sectordemanding less credit -- because fewer investments are undertaken -- or by the banks' reluctanceto lend. By contrast, if the decline in (the dynamics of) bank loans -- a quantity variable -- iscoupled with a widening of the spread between bank lending rates and interest rate on non-bankdebt -- a price based variable --, then it can be argued that an adverse shift in the banks' supplyof loans is curtailing credit (See Box 1). In fact, such a situation is consistent with only twopossibilities: either supply has declined whereas demand has not, or supply has declined morethan demand.

49 Berger, Kashyap and Scalise (1995) document a strong correlation between relative size of the lending bank andrelative size of the borrowing firm in the US: i.e. small firms tend to borrow from small banks and large firms toborrow from large banks. Angeloni, Buttiglione, Ferri and Giaiotti (1995).
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The framework we use also relies on a number of additional variables and credit market
developments.

First, we use the territorial distribution of SMEs and information on the regional lending
activity. These variables accompanied by the evolution of loans granted to SMEs relative to total
loans have been utilized to gauge whether SMEs are suffering disproportionately.

Second, where available, the expansion or contraction of loan commitments -- a supply
driven variable -- has been employed as an additional variable to pin down any retrenchment in
the supply of loanable funds.

Third, another indicator of banks' willingness to extend new loans is the trends in the
rejection rate of loan applications and is adopted as an additional supply driven variable.

Fourth, the magnitude and the direction of inter-bank transactions is also considered as a
sign of distress and, where detailed data was available, it was used to identify group of banks and
consequently borrowers that were suffering disproportionately.

Last but not least, in other parts of the project, we look at individual bank data to assess
whether the credit crunch was, at least partly, the result of a capital crunchY°

5 See, e.g. Hancock and Wilcox (1993).
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